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SHORNE PARISH COUNCIL 

RESPONSE TO HIGHWAYS ENGLAND COMMUNITY IMPACTS CONSULTATION (July 
2021) REGARDING THE LOWER THAMES CROSSING 

 
 
SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Shorne Parish Council is a Local Authority constituted under the Local Government Acts.  The Parish is 

located to the east of Gravesend, in the Borough of Gravesham in the north-west of the county of Kent and 

is therefore in the western part of the Thames Gateway and Thames Estuary. 

Shorne (including Lower Shorne, Shorne West, Thong/Riverview, Shorne Ridgeway and Pear Tree Lane) is an 

ancient settlement and Parish located in the Green Belt (plus including other supposedly higher protection 

designation land types).  It is bounded by Chalk and the urban border of Gravesend to its west, and Higham 

Parish and the Medway Towns to the east.  It extends from the middle of the A2 in the south to the middle 

of the Thames in the north and therefore additionally encompasses part of the North Kent Marshes Special 

Protection Area and the adjacent part of the Ramsar site. 

 

Boundaries of Shorne Parish 
 

Highways England  Main Construction areas in 
Shorne, July 2021 

 
As can be seen from comparing the two maps above, the bulk of the LTC project roadbuilding and road 

widening south of the river Thames will occur within or very close to the Parish.  Shorne Parish will, if 

Highways England’s proposal goes forward, suffer enormous disruption and destruction of our local 

environment, losing large areas of land under tarmac.  This land is Green Belt that is supposed to be 

protected from development and is designated as a Strategic Gap preventing urban sprawl between the built 

up areas of Gravesend and the Medway Towns.  It is the first remaining piece of countryside north of the A2 

as one heads east from central London.  The proposal would divide Shorne Parish either side of a massive 

road and junction complex, permanently taking and destroying Green Belt land (that we and others have 
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spent decades working to protect) as well as highly productive agricultural land, ancient woodlands, sites of 

special scientific interest etc.  The clean air and tranquillity of the area will be destroyed forever, as will the 

amenity of local parks, walking routes and the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 

The Parish Council has responded to all the previous iterations of the Lower Thames Crossing proposals, 

including the November 2017 Planning Inspectorate consultation on the Environmental Impact Assessment 

Scoping Opinion, the 2018 Statutory Consultation, the April 2020 Supplementary Consultation, the July 2020 

Design Refinement Consultation and now this present Community Impacts Consultation (July 2021).  And all 

of these are before we even reach the DCO process. 

For this consultation, two major Covid-safe information events were held for local residents at Cascades on 

22nd July and 3rd September 2021, the latter was however hampered by local planned and emergency 

roadworks.  There was also a mobile information event at Shorne Woods Country Park and in Gravesend 

Town Centre, plus webinars held on 28th July and 2nd September 2021.  Written materials were made 

available as complete sets of the main documents and memory sticks containing the electronic versions 

were provided on request. 

It is again the case that, although undoubtedly there have been meetings between HE and Officers of both 

GBC and KCC, they have not involved the Parish Council or sought our opinions.  No meetings were offered 

with Officers at Gravesham Borough Council and/or Kent County Council and, once again, no information 

was shared by/with them. 

The Parish Council hereby submits the following comments as its official response to the present Community 

Impacts Consultation (July 2021).  We largely confine our comments to the Parish itself plus other areas 

between the A2 and the river Thames.  We have read through the published documents however we cannot 

practicably raise in this response every point that has been identified.  Our present comments should also be 

taken together with all our previous on-line and written responses.   

This response follows the order of the provided consultation documents.  Some of the points raised below 
may be repeated or cross-referenced within this response as they relate to information that features in more 
than one document. 
 
 
SECTION 2: RESPONSES/COMMENTS ON THE CONSULTATION DOCUMENTS 
 
2.1  GUIDE TO COMMUNITY IMPACTS CONSULTATION 
 

• The project’s objectives:  Have these been reviewed to establish that they are (still, if they ever were) 
fit for purpose?  The biggest problem at Dartford is south to north functioning yet relieving congestion 
in that direction is not an objective.  Improving network resilience is an objective yet it has not been 
discussed at all in the more recent consultations.  Does the scheme as proposed actually have any 
relationship to, or hope of significantly improving, the traffic volumes and pollution problems 
experienced at Dartford? 

• Likely opening date versus modelling date:  The proposed opening date is during 2029/30 yet traffic 
modelling assumes 2029.  Using an earlier projected date instead of 2030 means that one annual 
increment of routine year-on-year traffic volume growth (of 2.5% per annum historically) is excluded 
from the calculations.  This artificially increases the apparent marginal remaining capacity at e.g. M2 
junction 1-2. 

• Access to railway stations:  The document states that there would be no permanent impact on rail 
services when the new road is open.  That may be true in itself, but the wishful traveller needs to be 
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able to travel to the relevant stations to catch the train, which part of their journey will be impeded by 
more convoluted routes and additional traffic. 

• Change in traffic flows on the strategic road network:  The diagrams show that essential parts of the 
strategic road network such as the M2 junctions 1-3, A228 and A229 are just not up to the task of 
supporting the LTC project as they already have significant capacity and flow constraints of their own. 

• Effect on groundwater levels:  We remain very concerned about potential dewatering of parts of the 

North Kent Marshes and Ramsar site. 

• Road drainage and water environment:  Even the information in this summary document conveys that 

there is significant pollution risk.  For the Ramsar site there must be no chance of even unpredicted risk. 

• Inter-project effects for the DCO application:  Some of these local developments, such as the London 

Resort and various housing proposals for the Hoo Peninsula, will put considerable increased traffic 

volume stress onto the A2/M2 corridor and could easily render the LTC project non-viable. 

• Previous consultation responses:  We note with interest but disappointment that only 1,206 responses 

were received to the design refinement consultation.  Perhaps “consultation fatigue” has set in even for 

the most badly affected populations. 

2.2   OPERATIONS UPDATE 
 

• Lighting:  We remain concerned about increased light pollution at night.  Lighting should be directed 
and shielded so that it does not shine at residential properties, has as little landscape impact as 
possible, is as close to the ground as possible, and is reduced in intensity at night.  Where lighting is for 
emergency use it should only be switched on when demonstrably needed. 

• Substations at south end of Thong Lane:  We were pleased when informed that the proposed 
switchgear equipment shown on previous plans was no longer required as it would be combined with 
that off the A226.  However we note that two 5x5m electrical supply units have crept back into the 
present plans.  This installation needs to be screened from view by dense plantings. 

• Width of Green Bridges:  Although the proposed bridge at Thong Lane north is said to be the widest in 
the UK, we would like all these bridges to be wider still – widest in the World would be a suitable aim.  
There are three locations (Thong Lane north, Thong Lane south and Brewers Road) where major local 
recreational routes will have to use the new bridges, and have to cross very wide expanses of tarmac, 
traffic and pollution.  The ambience of these routes could still be further improved. 

• Wider Network Impacts Management and Monitoring Plan:  The proposed monitoring years (1 and 5) 
leave too long a gap.  Even assuming that a problem isn’t apparent at 1 year, an awful lot of 
deterioration might take place within another 4 years.  Problems need to be officially identified, and 
actioning of solutions commenced, on a much shorter timeframe.  The process and timeframe, and 
source of funding, by which problems caused by the LTC will be resolved needs to be clearer and actions 
to resolve them guaranteed so that the local residents are not left floundering, adversely impacted by 
the problems.  The documentation states that some junctions and links where the scheme will increase 
traffic do not have sufficient capacity to support the project, and that HE “…..have identified a number 
of areas where the increased traffic flows could be suitable for intervention.” – such areas must be fixed 
in advance whether within or in tandem with the project. 

• Change in the Order Limits:  Noted that the land within the Order Limits has reduced from 22.9 to 22.2 
Kmsq however that is a very insignificant change given the overall length of the A122.  The biggest part 
of this reduction relates to areas within the River Thames itself.  Another is the ponds at the Inn on the 
Lake hotel.  Arguably, neither of these are “land” and these reductions do not benefit residents.  South 
of the Thames many of the reductions are of land that is not publicly available anyway, e.g. within the 
A289:M2 junction, and the net outcome of various gains and small reductions appear about equal.  
Within the Order Limits there have however been very significant changes in type and intensity of 
usage, e.g. new and very large Utilities Compounds and haul routes have appeared. 
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Design changes: 

• Note that the gas pipeline at Brewers Road and Park Pale will now be underneath the roadways – 
impact on reduced tree and verge loss needs to be clarified. 

• Relocation of switching station at Thong Lane south noted, but see above. 

• Removal of overhead power cables noted but we have concerns over use of Shorne Ifield Road to 
achieve this.  At the second local Consultation Event we were informed that only “small” vehicles would 
be used but that needs to be confirmed. 

• “Temporary” environmental use of three arable field north of Lower Higham Road – it seems from other 
wording that this may in fact be permanent.  More information is needed, including about new drainage 
pipes as the documents were confusing about whether or not there would be drainage pipes, where 
from and to and for how long they would be in place.  Removal of the previously proposed water outfall 
to the Thames is noted but we still have concerns about the possibility of contaminated water entering 
the North Kent Marshes and Ramsar site ecosystem. 

• The possible relocation of the golfing facilities at Cascades is noted. 
 
Traffic impacts/modelling: 

• Need for the LTC after Covid – this section discusses economic benefits of the crossing however these 

were not part of the original objectives of the project so cannot be added in now.  Or if the objectives 

are to be revised, that can be discussed as there are others that need to be included like improving 

south to north flow at Dartford and all scenarios of network resilience.  Post-Covid (we hope) it is 

apparent that car usage has altered and is reaching new peaks as workers are shunning public transport 

in favour of their own vehicles.  New data is needed, which will affect the LTC proposals and predictions. 

• Transport model:  This is stated to be supported by the DfT and has apparently been updated however 

we refer again to another DfT document that warns against such models to predict future traffic levels. 

(see page 23 of the Department for Transport’s January 2018 Consultation document “Proposals for the 

creation of a major road network”).  The accuracy of any model also depends on the date and veracity 

of the data that is being input.  Reference is made to updating planned housing in the area but the data 

used for this is from June 2020 so we understand that the 10,600 dwellings of the Housing 

Infrastructure Fund developments on the Hoo Peninsula, which will greatly affect traffic volumes on the 

A289 and from there the A2 and M2, have not been included.  The London Resort theme park 

development is also still not included.  The documentation still refers to the modelling as relating to the 

traffic situation in March 2016, i.e. it is 5 years out of date, and the mobile phone destination data as 

being from the previous year.  Some national level data from 2017 and 2018 on trips and HGV/van 

numbers has been extrapolated to this area, which is also a risky statistical treatment.  The more that 

the data from 2015 and 2016 is used in the model and subsequently modified, the less likely it is that 

the predictions are accurate.  We remain very concerned that this whole scheme is being taken forward 

based on such out-of-date information.  Some sections of road are being significantly undersized in a 

way that will not be recoverable by further widening, e.g. eastwards through the LTC junction with the 

A2 is being reduced to only two lanes from the present four. 

• Later data studies?:  Some new data was collected in mid-2019, and we understand that it had been 

intended to collect more data before now but this was scuppered by Covid.  This data was kindly 

provided to us by HE and we have the following comments: 

o The turning point surveys were not representative – foe example, the survey for Forge Lane (Shorne) 

was carried out during non-peak hours on a single Saturday in June 2019 whereas on normal 

weekdays there is a lot of traffic going to and from the School and other work destinations. 

o The data collection point for Brewers Road was located between the current A2 slip roads and Park 

Pale (leading to Harlex haulage yard and the Rochester and Cobham Golf Club) and the entrance to 

the Country Park.  Therefore the data collected does not represent vehicle use of Brewers Road itself 

as it continues on through Shorne.   
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o This may in part explain the difficulty we are having in marrying up our own data with HE’s and we 

are therefore concerned about HE’s possibly incorrect data then being used to predict traffic 

volumes, and consequent noise and pollution in residential roads accessed through this stretch of 

Brewers Road. 

 

• Traffic data and flows:  Data is presented on putative improvements in two-way flows at Dartford (the 

ostensible reason for this whole project) but that does not allow examination as to whether there is 

benefit in both directions of travel, as it is south to north movements that are the biggest problem yet 

improvement in that was not made an objective of the scheme.  Data is presented on the predicted 

percentage of HGV’s at Dartford – this is misleading but it does still suggest that any reduction in HGV 

users  (the biggest polluters) will be lower than any reduction in overall use.  The traffic volumes and 

capacity data shows that the scheme causes considerable deterioration in traffic congestion on the 

wider road network, with several sections becoming over 95% capacity and slowing of local journey 

times.  If this is known/predicted now then the project should also address these issues rather than just 

ignoring them, especially as the M2 section concerned is immediately east of the LTC so will 

cause/suffer maximum adverse traffic impact.  The newly published “scale of impacts” treatment of the 

data seems designed to hide the disbenefits of the scheme.  The ethos of the traffic data seems to be 

that adverse effects in northwest Kent are not of any importance.  The data makes clear that many 

people currently using these strategic routes will suffer disbenefit and increased journey times due to 

the LTC.  The figures showing bus/coach journey time changes do not state the directions of travel.  We 

question whether a scheme that will result in traffic deterioration, including slowing of average speed 

on nearby M and A roads, can be judged as a likely success.  Also, modelling cannot take account of 

human behaviours in choosing routes, including when directed by artificial intelligence (SatNav’s). 

Environmental Impacts: 

• Identified “Stakeholders”:  We have to make the same comment as previously that various high-level 
stakeholders have been consulted but these organisations do not in turn have any discussions with the 
Parish Councils who represent the local residents and areas.  They also appear to be acting over the 
heads of e.g. the North West Kent Internal Drainage Board and the Thames and Medway Canal 
Association. 

• Noise and vibration:  Where acoustic barriers are installed they must be maintained in condition and 

location and where roads are surfaced or resurfaced in low noise road surfacing, this must be properly 

maintained and repaired to the same standard in future.  We note that the noise and pollution 

modelling interdepends on correct traffic data, see above.  The data shows that across the whole 

project a considerable number of residential locations will suffer what is described as “significant 

adverse effects”, greatly exceeding the number that might benefit:  2500 versus 800.  Mitigation needs 

to be greatly increased to prevent this. The data suggests that areas close to the A2 will experience 

beneficial change in noise impacts but we do not consider this claim to be credible, and in the context 

of major removal of mature tree cover and bunds in the present central reservation, we are not 

convinced that the acoustic barriers proposed will be adequate in height, extent or effectiveness.  The 

noise impact data shows increased traffic along Pear Tree Lane, through Shorne Village and on Green 

Farm Lane, all roads/routes that are unsuitable and inappropriate for increased traffic.   

• Air quality:  The scheme proposes to create new exceedances on the A228 and near to junction 1 of the 

M2.  We do not accept the premise that it is justified to create new exceedances because there will 

allegedly be reductions elsewhere.  We do not accept that “the Scheme” can include areas over 10 

miles away that are not within a narrow corridor alongside the actual build.  It is claimed that a 

document in the DMRB allows self-permission to create exceedances measured against the totality of a 

project.  We could not verify this reference but anyway have to question the legality of this, especially 
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without making any attempts at mitigation.  We suggest that the scheme should be extended to include 

the areas with planned exceedances so that proper mitigation will be provided.  We also note that the 

NO2 measurements have been carried out using diffusion tubes, which are known to have inferior 

accuracy compared to monitoring stations.  Future changes in vehicle emissions are not in fact 

predictable so should be used to justify presently predicted exceedances. 

• The permanent rainbow depicted near Claylane Wood is much appreciated. 

 
2.3 CONSTRUCTION UPDATE 
 

• Liaison:  More information is needed concerning how HE propose to liaise with local residents and the 
Parish Council during the project. 

• Lighting:  We remain concerned about lighting levels and pollution at night, especially where there is 
24h working. 

• Rights of way closure:  We would like to see more facilitation of continuing use through controlled 
access points rather than outright closure, and minimisation of any closure durations.  PROW’s should 
only be cut off as and when needed rather than all at once at the beginning, unless alternative routes 
have already been provided.  Safety aspects are important but so is facilitating ongoing 
exercise/recreational routes for local residents particularly in Shorne West and Riverview. 

• Peak traffic hours:  It should be remembered for planning purposes that local peak traffic hours may 
not be the same as the standard network peak hours used in strategic network considerations. 

• Utility works:  Refers to foul sewers and water mains when these have not been discussed previously.  
Pylons are stated to usually be between 30m and 55m tall but we are getting one that is 75m – it needs 
clarification that the foundations will be below ground level and landscaped afterwards.  Further 
information has been provided about the Milton Compound, see Ward Summaries section. 

• Ground preparation tunnel:  The documents make this sound less definite than previously and this was 
also stated at the second information event. 

• Utility hubs:  We had requested previously that successive consultations should not contain nasty 
surprises, yet three large Utility hubs have now appeared on the plans: 
o A2 East - is in present fields and relatively distant from houses 
o A2 West - is very close to the residential properties in Shorne West – bunds and tree plantings must 

be installed very early in the project so that residents there are maximally protected.  The new 
footpath must also be installed and maintained useable throughout the build so that these residents 
have a viable recreation route available. 

o Shorne Ifield Road – is very large.  We note that Shorne Ifield Road itself is not on the list of roads 
that are banned to construction traffic.  Due to its structure, uses and single-track characteristics, 
Shorne Ifield Road is completely unacceptable for HGV use (it is currently protected from HGV’s) and 
also for any staff cars etc or any other increased traffic.  It is a particularly special area of road, with a 
hill and tunnel of trees, and is used by many local walkers and horse riders.  At the second 
Consultation Event we were told that this road will only be used by light vehicles for access to 
remove the redundant electricity cables that are carried on poles through the woods, and that all 
other access would be through the main construction compound and specified cross-country haul 
routes.  This all needs to be confirmed in writing in future consultation documents. 

• Haul roads:  The haul roads at the Marling Cross/Claylane Woods area, and at Riverview Park where it 
adjoins Thong Lane, are very close to residential properties.  Significant noise protection and 
operational compromises are needed so as to not over-impact on residents there.  Weight and width 
concerns about hauling to Milton Compound are discussed under the Ward summaries section. 

• Construction Compound access routes:  We are concerned about use of Thong Lane to access the A2 
compound, including by staff vehicles to thee and others.  Thong Lane is very narrow and already has 
quite a bad accident record. 
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• Gas transmission pipeline:  Noted that two deep tunnels beneath the LTC will be excavated with 24h 
working,  Further details of this are needed about how close this is to residents and the noise 
consequences. 

• Construction of Thong Lane north overbridge:  Documentation says that this will involve night time 
working but it is very close to residences.  Longer closure of Thong Lane could be preferable to avoid 
this.  Consider also diverting Thong Lane around the new bridge. 

• Construction of Brewers Road overbridge:  Noted that 19 months of closure is proposed. 

• Cobham Services closure:  Discussion about possible alternative provision is noted.  Local alternatives 
are not easy to access. 

• Drainage of the Southern Tunnel entrance compound:  Water treatment and drainage arrangements 
are noted.  We remain concerned about possibility of contamination due to excess run-off in torrential 
rain potentially entering the Ramsar site. 

• Lower Higham Road:  We are concerned about any use of Lower Higham Road to access the A226 C3a 
compound, by either HGV’s or staff vehicles.  We were assured previously that would not happen and 
that all access would be from the A226.  Traffic volume information suggests increased flow on Lower 
Higham Road and using Green Farm Lane to get there, both are unsuitable for extra traffic.  There is also 
a question about how such traffic reached Green Farm Lane in the first place. 

• Definition of staff “cars”:  The size of vehicles that staff are likely to use on local roads requires 
definition and size limits set. 

• Milton compound:  Great concerns about a number of aspects.  This compound is seemingly on top of 
an important ditch and weir.  Haul access is supposed to be along the Canal towpath which is made 
ground (manually packed earth and clay from the 1800’s).  Although weighty vehicles must have been 
involved in constructing e.g. the police college and sea training centre, bringing containers etc, the 
substructure of the roads and of the canal bank itself is unclear and would need to be established prior 
to use as considerable strengthening might be needed – longitudinal cracks (showing poor substructure) 
are already evident.  It should also be remembered that the canal towpath is a cycle route and footpath 
and not officially a track or a “road” for all of the length that HE propose to utilise.  It is not clear how 
the route could possibly be widened without damaging the Canal or important ditches.  Plans now 
include a new element not ever mentioned before, a “Possible tunnel shaft in canal to enable grouting 
under railway”.  The documentation refers to managing and agreeing impacts on the canal with the 
“asset owners” however the owners are not the only relevant persons requiring consultation.  We 
understand that these proposals have been discussed with the Thames and Medway Canal Association.  
Much is possible but HE might need to make considerable repairs to the canal bed and towpath 
afterwards.  Access to the shooting range would need to be maintained.  Footpath/cycle route closures 
must be coordinated and safe alternative routes provided. 

• Construction traffic increase:  Large increases are predicted on the A226 which will impact on other 
traffic and journey times as well as air quality.  Temporary (and then probably permanent) traffic lights 
will be needed at several junctions such as Thong Lane:A226, Forge Lane Shorne:A226 (Shorne 
Crossroads), and the roundabouts each side of the A289 in Higham.  Business users in the area also 
need to be kept in mind in case of disruption by LTC construction traffic. 

• 2026 and 2027 construction traffic:  This is showing a 5dB increase on Shorne Ifield Road and Crown 
Lane (and where to after that?).  Is this when Brewers Road overbridge is shut?  Clarification is required 
as the road is unsuitable for increased traffic and vehicles trying (and failing) to use it two-way will 
cause a lot of disruption and blockages. 

• 2028 construction traffic:  Why is there an increase in traffic on Pear Tree Lane? 

• Marine Biodiversity:  Clarification is needed about the water outfall to the Thames, is it still in the plans 
or not, we thought the lagoon was going to remove need for it. 
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2.4 WARD SUMMARIES 
 

• Having the impact summaries set out by ward is both helpful and unhelpful:  For Shorne, Cobham and 
Luddesdown it is the latter as the impacts north of the A2 are much greater than those to its south.  In 
that circumstance, discussion as a combined ward, which stretches from the middle of the river Thames 
down to the southernmost part of Gravesham, disguises the negative consequences.  For future 
publications the ward should be split along the A2 into north and south sections, which is in fact anyway 
how we expect the ward to be divided subsequent to the recent electoral boundary review. 

• Confidence in the information/data:   In several places the text points out that the assessments and 
information presented are “based on earlier versions of the project”.  It is unhelpful to be presented 
with outdated and therefore inaccurate information including some being newly placed in the public 
domain.  This could mean that the information that will be presented during the DCO application will be 
completely different, and potentially much worse.  We are all aware, that traffic levels are now back to 
at least the same as before Covid, in some areas levels are higher, and that there have been significant 
year-on-year increases locally in background traffic levels. 

• Access to train stations:  the point has been missed over which stations people use.  This depends on 
where people want to go to as generally they first need to get into the car to travel to the station so 
would go e.g. Ebbsfleet for St Pancras high speed, Meopham for Victoria, and usually Gravesend for 
London Bridge/Waterloo/Charing Cross and possibly also St Pancras.  Shorne residents are very unlikely 
to use Higham station except possibly for travel Rochester/Chatham/ Gillingham. 

• Access to necessities:  All the major supermarkets and the Regional shopping centre at Bluewater 
require access to and journeying along the A2 so there will be disruption to these journeys both during 
construction and during operation. 

• Construction traffic routes:  Numbers of different types of vehicles are presented but it is less clear 
exactly which routes will be used by which types of vehicles.  Some residential roads, e.g. Thong Lane 
and Lower Higham Road through Chalk, are unsuitable for increased traffic. 

• Widening the A226:  There is concern about this, any widening that is not subsequently needed to solve 
proven safety issues should be removed again later and the land restored.  Parts of the A226, e.g. 
through Higham would be very difficult to widen plus there could be concern about weight tolerance at 
Gads Hill. 

• Reduction of capacity at Gravesend East junction:  This will exacerbate tailbacks onto the A2, which is 
already a problem. 

• Operational traffic impacts:   
o Increased traffic on Brewers Road and Pear Tree Lane:   The numbers predicted is confusing.  We 

are unhappy with any increase as it will cause queues to the traffic light at Higham, which in turn 
blocks the road.  50-250 pcu’s northbound is a very large increase in the morning peak, and the 
diagrams are also saying over 40% increase northbound in both the am and pm peaks.   

o Increased traffic in Shorne Village and on Green Farm Lane:  There is also prediction of more traffic 
noise in Shorne Village centre and on Green Farm Lane (both also unsuitable for increased traffic) so 
the implication is that there are traffic increases there too. 

o Traffic >95% capacity A2 to A289, also M2 junctions 1-3:  These sections are already overcapacity 
and the project will make that worse.  These effects of the project ought to be a “showstopper” as 
the local network cannot sustain project driven further increases in traffic levels 

o A2 both directions, both peaks:  Great increase in traffic that will cause congestion. 
o Journey times:  Times to go east, e.g. to Gillingham are increased by the project. 
o Traffic level and flow diagrams:  A lot of these do not seem to make complete sense and they 

remain confusing to read. 

• Noise, vibration and dust:   
o Background noise levels and predictions:  We are surprised that background noise is as high as 

stated (e.g. 47-60dB at night, 50-65 during the day).  We are equally surprised that predicted 
construction noise does not exceed the 65dB limit but will be pleased to be proved wrong during the 
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construction.   Our experience locally is that land topography causes some noise to travel 
considerable distances, particularly e.g. pile driving. 

o Noise reduction measures:  Depending on topography, we remain unconvinced that (relatively short 
height?) acoustic fencing will make much difference to noise levels experienced, especially where 
land and properties are set higher than the barrier and can see the road – noise propagation is not 
just horizontal. 

o Operational noise level increases:  We are pleased that at last noise contours have been made 
available however the maps are not always easy to read as to colour intensity steps.  Clearly many 
residential properties and a large geographical area will be subjected to large noticeable noise 
increase.  This also badly affects recreational areas and the new “Chalk Park”.   Noise level increases 
are noted on Pear Tree Lane, through Shorne Village and on Green Farm Lane.  These are all routes 
which are unsuitable for increased traffic and we object strongly to such an effect being caused by 
the LTC.  Local residents must be protected from inappropriate increases in traffic being caused by 
the design of the LTC (particularly due to the removal of the slip road from the north feeder road to 
the A289/A2 back to the M2) and it is reasonable to expect that measures to discourage traffic from 
using these routes (i.e. effective traffic prevention and traffic calming) should be installed as part of 
the project. 

o Operational noise level decreases along the A2:  The premise seems largely to be that having low 

noise road surfaces and a very few lengths of acoustic fencing along the A2 will reduce noise levels 

from those experienced presently.  The noise predictions are based on traffic level predictions but 

we are not convinced by the claim that there will be a reduction in total traffic west of Gravesend 

East, and there will patently be great increases east of Gravesend East and using the massive new 

junction.  We look forward to being proved wrong. 

o Dust (and fumes/odours):  The area affected will depend on wind speed and direction.  Reality is 

likely to be different from theory and there are some very sensitive receptors locally. 

• 24h working:  The maps for 24/7 working are not always clear to read.  We have significant concerns 

about the impacts on local residents.   

• Air quality:  See comments already made above.  The NO2 predictions and RAG ratings relate to the 

human exceedance limit of 40, whereas the exceedance limit for ancient woodland etc is lower at 30.  

The actual figures need presenting. 

 
2.5 YOU SAID, WE DID 
 

• This document discusses the commonest responses but not all the responses.  Lesser frequency of a 
particular response should not have been used to weed out the less frequent from public view.  We 
would hope that all responses would be seen as important and worthy of consideration, particularly as 
there were so few responses to the Design Refinement Consultation anyway. 

• There are undoubtedly some aspects where HE did what we had said however that is mostly about us 
having been proved right, and that aspect of the original proposal found to be non-viable, rather than 
HE actioning something merely because of our preferences.  These changes are of course presented so 
as to put HE in the best possible light. 

• However some things also changed despite our opinions, this seemed due to the involvement of high-
level “stakeholders” who do not consult with Parish Councils or local representatives. 

• An example would be the removal of the slip road from the eastbound A289/A2 northern feeder road 
back to the M2.  As a consequence rat running through Shorne will increase as drivers wish to avoid 
having to head north on the A289 and double back at Higham when wanting to reach the A2.  We still 
do not accept the HE opinion that there would be risk from weaving as the HE proposals also pose risks 
and there are some sections of the new road where there are also three choices of direction.  

• Traffic and congestion on local roads are cited as one of the major response themes to the 
consultations - there were a number of differently phrased concerns expressed about this.  The project 
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will make many local roads worse.  No-one minds or necessarily notices improvements but they will 
certainly notice deteriorations.  The project does nothing/inadequate interventions in a pro-active 
manner to prevent adverse traffic consequences on local roads.  Responses such as “We considered the 
feedback regarding congestion, but we did not make any changes to the proposals” do not go down 
well with adversely impacted local residents.  We are left with the feeling that HE does not care about 
resident’s lives and livelihoods being damaged. 

• Resilience seems to have been modelled initially then dropped from the documentation, perhaps 
because it showed serious adverse effects from any disruption on the A282.  When we ask about 
resilience we keep being told that the project only needs to work for “normal” network conditions.  
However small accidents and breakdowns are part of normal day-to-day motoring experience, and in 
the SatNav era drivers will direct themselves to routes that avoid routine congestion so as to keep 
moving, even if that route is longer.  We at least have no doubt that e.g. drivers heading anti-clockwise 
(south to north) on the M25 will routinely use the M26 and A227 or A228 to reach the LTC, as will many 
more local drivers also using rat runs.  These will cause serious congestion in our area, also routinely, 
yet nothing is being done about this proactively by HE - by the time that the Wider Network Impacts 
Management and Monitoring Plan process can be activated, it will already be far too late.  A successful 
project would not create problems elsewhere than Dartford while not addressing the actual (south to 
north) problems in that location. 

• Responses saying that there is a need for an additional bridge at Dartford went unanswered but we 
have no doubt that this will happen and before long. 

• Some of the responses are too high level when residents have expressed concerns about local problems 
that will be caused by the project.  Saying that our loss is to someone else’s gain also does not go down 
well. 

• The title unavoidably begs for a companion document called “You said, we didn’t”. 
 
2.6 MAPS – GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS, LAND USE PLANS AND ENGINEERING PLANS 
 

• Harlex entrance (Park Pale yard):  The altered layout and safety diversion of the footpath are noted. 

• “Spare” land in the AONB at Park Pale/Bowesden Lane:  This has been discussed previously including 
informally at the first Consultation Event at Cascades.  We continue to concerned about the fate of 
pieces of land that have not been included in the mitigation plans. 

• Footpaths and cycleways:  Confusion still exists over classification of new footpaths etc.  Walkers, 
cyclists and horse riding are not physically compatible together so require separation and different 
surfaces.  This was discussed previously , that the designation of paths can be difficult and there are 
many where cyclists would be acceptable but not horse riding. 

• New Car Park at Thong Lane:  Clarification is needed about exactly what facilities are proposed here 
and why.  There has been talk about toilets and showers, changing facilities, café etc.  The Cyclopark is 
very near, so is all that really needed?  And the Inn on the Lake hotel is opposite.  Who are the intended 
users of this proposed facility and what will they be doing in the area that they need them? 

• Thong Lane north green bridge – this is still shown (incorrectly we are told) with a straight edge on the 
south side – it needs to be curved like the north side, particularly because an important footpath is 
otherwise close to the chasm.  See also artist’s impression photographs and comments on “Design 
Principles” document below. 

• Reduced sightlines at junction of Shorne Ifield Road with Thong Lane:  Due to relocation of the bridge 
a blind curve is being created on Thong Lane just where Shorne Ifield Road emerges.  Consideration 
should be given to removing this hazard. 

• Extra Pegasus (?) Crossing needed:  Brewers Road west of the A2 slip roads needs a controlled crossing 

point located between the replaced bridge and the entrance to “The Nook” (Boughurst Cottage).  This is 

for crossing from the new “green” footpath and cycle/bridle path across the bridge on its east side to 

the pavement and cycleway opposite on the west side.  From there cyclists etc need a signposted and 
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suitable path to the existing Pegasus crossing near the Country Park entrance and a new piece of path 

or track to join onto Park Pale. 

• Watercourse shown on earlier plans, from Ifield Place to west of Chalk Church:  We have asked about 

this many times but still not had any feedback about water flows in the area.  This is particularly 

concerning as HE’s maps published early on included this and it will therefore apparently be transected 

by the LTC. 

2.7  OTHER GENERAL POINTS: 
 

• Restoration of land post works:  We are concerned about reference to reinstatement of land to 
previous condition “where practical”.  Land used should be in no worse condition when handed back 
than when originally handed over, and preferably improved to an optimal condition.  There is a phrase 
about ““the land used to accommodate the compounds would be returned to the reasonable 
satisfaction of the owner on completion of construction” appearing in several places.  The owner of land 
may not be the only person with jurisdiction over the land, and who might have an opinion about the 
state to which it will been restored.  Equally a landowner might be content with a poor state of the land 
(e.g. if that could facilitate a development) while others would not be satisfied. 

• Traffic lights:  Additional traffic lights will be required at least temporarily but then permanently at 
several junctions such as Thong Lane:A226, Forge Lane Shorne:A226 (Shorne Crossroads), and the 
roundabouts each side of the A289 in Higham. 

• Drainage of water from the tunnel:  At the second consultation event we were informed that water 

collecting at the lowest point of the tunnel would be pumped out in both directions from midway, with 

that on the south side going to the series of drainage ponds just south of the A226.  More information 

and clarification is needed about this. 

• Charges for using the tunnel:  Many local residents would like subsidised crossings – it is notable that 

this topic always comes up in webinars.  A minor point for HE to consider though is about charges for 

mistaken crossings – there will be some drivers who make the crossing in error due to confusion with all 

the diverges so they will then turn where they first can and cross back again within a short timeframe.  

An IT mechanism could perhaps be developed whereby such journeys can be detected and not 

charged? 

• Fog:  We note that the above average incidence of fog in our area has now been realised. 

• Past decisions:  We disagree that past decisions weeding out unwanted (by HE) locations for the 

crossing have been properly reviewed again throughout the various consultations.  We continue to 

believe, increasingly so since it became obvious that the reasoning for the crossing is primarily 

economic, that a location further east would be better, at least for the Kent end of the LTC.  The reason 

being the great increase in housing and traffic that has occurred since the earliest consultations, and the 

increased pressure these have put on the M2 and A2. 

 
SECTION 3 RESPONSES/COMMENTS ON THE CONTROL DOCUMENTS  
 
Please also see relevant sections elsewhere in this document.   
 
Except for road traffic and noise/pollution aspects these are mostly not yet relevant as they are guidance for 
construction bidders rather than actual plans of how construction will be undertaken. 
 
3.1 CODE OF CONSTRUCTION PRACTICE (INCLUDING THE REAC) 
 

• With apologies, we were unable to study this document in depth presently due to time constraints. 
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3.2 DCO SCHEDULE 2 AND EXPLANATORY NOTE (Draft) 
 

• Seems not particularly relevant at present. 
 
3.3 DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
 

• “Suitable local roads” (page 6):  See other comments about routes to be taken (or not taken) by 
construction traffic of all kinds but this document refers to using “suitable local roads”.  However that 
phrase is a subjective value judgement – we have strong views, as represented elsewhere in this 
response, about which are the unsuitable roads. 

• Vision, page 11:  Our concern is that the design and build must make the whole LTC as unobtrusive in 
the landscape as possible.  Curves on structures, together with plantings, have a softening effect on 
what would otherwise be uncompromisingly hard and stark.  We have no interest or concern 
whatsoever over whether or not strangers who are just driving the LTC to get to somewhere else “enjoy 
their journey” – it is the people who live in the area who need maximum consideration, and this should 
be well beyond what is “reasonably practical”. 

• Thong Lane N Green bridge:  See under maps above, there is still a discrepancy between the artist’s 
impressions and the map drawings, that needs correcting so that there are curves on both sides. 

• Plantings on both sides of Green bridges:  During one of the Zoom sessions relating to the Statement of 
Community involvement we asked that there should be dense plantings on both sides of the green 
bridges.  We were told that the lopsided distribution was due to the design principles.  What we would 
like to achieve however is sufficient plantings on both sides such that anyone crossing a green bridge 
would have little/no realisation that they are crossing more than 12-lanes worth of tarmac, traffic and 
fumes.  We would be grateful if this could be reviewed, further widening might be needed as also 
previously requested. 

• Overall impression:  Otherwise this document shows that a great deal of thought goes into the Design 
Principles, which are very detailed (we regret they are too detailed for us to go through every point just 
now).  However, the key desired outcome for local residents is that the principles get translated into 
reality on the ground during the build of the project. 

 
3.4 FRAMEWORK CONSTRUCTION TRAVEL PLAN (Draft) 
 

• Very theoretical and more relevant for construction bidders - it is the practical aspects of actual 
implementation plans that we need to see and be consulted about. 

 
3.5 OUTLINE LANDSCAPE AND ECOLOGY MANAGEMENT PLAN (Draft) 
 

• With apologies, we were unable to study this document in depth presently due to time constraints. 
 
3.6 OUTLINE MATERIALS HANDLING PLAN (Draft) 
 

• Also more relevant for construction bidders. 

• Error identified on page 24 (Plate 4.5), incorrect title of the drawing.  

• Milton compound access – have you considered using a railway carriage mounted crane to lift items 
across to/back from the compound?  (Overhead electricity wires might compromise this though). 

 
3.7 OUTLINE SITE WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN (Draft) 
 

• Very theoretical and more relevant for construction bidders - it is the practical aspects of actual 

implementation plans that we need to see and be consulted about. 
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3.8 OUTLINE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR CONSTRUCTION (Draft) 
 

• References to “The Street”:  Where there is reference to “The Street” it needs to be qualified by adding 

in brackets which village you are referring to – many road names in the area are repeated, e.g. there are 

roads named “The Street” in both Shorne and Cobham, and there are several Forge Lanes (at least in all 

of Shorne, Higham and Chalk and there may be more). 

• Definition of “cars”:  A definition is needed in relation to access routes by workers – a car is a small 

private vehicle for personal use.  A car is not a large, heavy, chunky 4x4 with off-road wheels, or any 

non-HGV vehicle badged as HE, construction operators or with any highways or construction associated 

label.  It is not only HGV’s that can cause problems on local roads. 

• Unsuitability of local roads:  Many local roads are just simply not suitable for any increased traffic – not 

wide enough, unstable edges, high banks at the sides etc.  It is bad enough to have this project locally 

without the amenity of local roads (including residential ones) also being destroyed. 

• Restricted (no construction traffic) road signs:  There will need to be restriction signs also placed on 

roads/lanes that open off from the A226 Gravesend Road and the Lower Higham Road.  For Shorne 

these are Pear Tree Lane, Forge Lane (Shorne) and Green Farm Lane (both ends).  

• HGV’s and other construction traffic via the Gravesend East roundabouts:  We have concerns about 

HGV’s accessing the compounds via the Gravesend East roundabouts – on the north side eastbound 

there is already often a lengthy queue backed up onto the A2 especially late afternoon/early evening 

and on the south side it can be very difficult to get onto the roundabout as well.  Adding construction 

vehicles to these ”routine” queues will make that problem even worse.  Local drivers leaving the A2 

eastbound often have to turn right to go over the A2 and back again in order to get home.  Suggest that 

there need to be temporary traffic lights at both roundabouts, and the north side off slip road needs to 

be greatly lengthened to accommodate queueing. 

• Page 10, Table 2.2, “country lanes”:  We note that Shorne Ifield Road is not presently on the list of roads 

where construction/utility HGV’s are banned but it should be added.  Shorne Ifield Road is a single lane 

road that is barely suitable for one-way traffic.  It is unsuitable for HGV’s so protected by width 

restrictions and signs saying so on all approach roads.  Such restrictions are “except for access” however 

that means access to properties for routine purposes and not access by any type of construction or 

utilities works vehicles (see point above about the definition of “cars”). 

• Traffic Manager:  There needs to be direct liaison with community representatives in the area. 

• Use of the A226 by construction traffic:  The increased traffic will cause a variety of problems.  The A226 

is what is says, an “A” road, and it is also the designated route for overheight vehicles.  However, at both 

ends it is narrower and residential, with some properties being very close to the road and/or lower than 

the carriageway.  There are often traffic queues at both ends already.  Construction traffic movements 

on the A226 should be minimised by as many vehicles as possible using routes within the project 

construction boundaries. 

• Additional traffic lights along A226:  Traffic lights will be needed to connect compounds C3 and C3A 

across the A226 and to facilitate HGV’s turning right out of compound C3.  Additional traffic on the A226 

will also create difficulty for operation of other junctions which will also therefore need temporary traffic 

lights – in Shorne this is for Shorne Crossroads (especially essential when Brewers Road overbridge is 

closed) but there will also need to be traffic lights at the staggered crossroads in Higham and at the 

roundabouts on the A226 both sides of the A289.  Some/all of these will probably need to be permanent 

as significant traffic increase are also predicted after opening of the LTC. 

• In summary:  As much traffic as possible, of all types, should be accessing the construction sites by using 

agreed entrance/exit locations and then by internal routes rather than by using public roads.  
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3.9 WIDER NETWORK IMPACTS MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING PLAN (Draft) 
 

• Existing congestion problems in the receiving area:  Noted that this document acknowledges that 
there are already “areas of existing congestion across the region” that the project will make worse. 

• A229 and junctions:  A major problem in this respect is Bluebell Hill A229 and its junctions with both 
the M2 and M20.  We are aware that KCC have undertaken a preliminary consultation about this but 
nothing more definite has yet happened.  This scheme needs to be completed before the LTC is 
opened and it cannot be delayed.  As another major scheme in the area, along with potentially 
London Resort and the housing developments on the Hoo Peninsula, there will be considerable 
competition for the labour force and materials. 

• M2 junctions 1-3:  If this area leading to and from the LTC is congested, that will discourage drivers 
from using it – they will remain on the M20 and then use the M25 and Dartford Crossing as at 
present rather than get caught in jams.  This discouragement could cause the scheme to be less 
effective at reducing traffic through Dartford. 

• “Capacity” of minor roads is theoretical:  We have already seen data during the various 
consultations where it is said that local side roads have “capacity” for additional traffic.  The actual 
capacity of a local side road depends on its width (including reduction by on-road parking) and the 
topography – bends, hill, high banks etc as all of these reduce the true capacity.  Before ascribing 
capacity to any road it should be physically examined as we have roads in Shorne where additional 
traffic causes severe problems of queuing and inability to pass other vehicles and their true 
“capacity” is not what it might seem from just looking at a 2D map. 

• Local authority information and funding provision from HE / “Cobham Village Signage”:  There is 
reference to this on page 4 and in Table 2.1 on page 5 to areas that are being investigated and 
discussed.  We have not been involved in any of this so as a consequence are puzzled by the 
reference to “Cobham Village Signage” which requires explanation.  We request that this 
intervention should be expanded to encompass all villages alongside the project by adding in traffic 
prevention and calming interventions for Brewers Road (and then through Shorne) and Thong Lane 
and area.   

• Merge changes on the A2 E/B to A289 N/B:  These are stated as under discussion for post project 
opening.  However, as the project requires significantly more traffic from Brewers Road to join the 
A289 N/B in order to access the M2, we consider that it essential that safety improvements to the 
merging should be put in place before traffic starts using the north side eastbound parallel road. 

• Post opening traffic data collection frequency.  The gap between year 1 and year 5 assessments is 
too long, suggest 1,2,3 and 5 years.  Alternatively there need to be ways to trigger an alarm situation 
to undertake additional monitoring and then resolution of the problem. 

• Post opening traffic data collection locations:  Clarification is needed about what monitoring will 
take place for local roads impacted by the scheme. 

• Assurance that there will be remediation of local road traffic problems caused by the scheme:  The 
biggest fear of residents is that they will be left floundering with secondary fall-out traffic 
consequences of the scheme without any remediation being effected.  Considerable increased 
assurance is needed about this – it is not acceptable to just say that it is not HE that will be 
responsible for sorting problems out if it is HE’s scheme that is the cause. 

 
 
SECTION 4: CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
 
Our concluding comments are a further update of those we have made since 2018. 

The present consultation is relatively limited in scope, and some of the information provided, while of 

slightly extended range was nevertheless mostly based on old data and modelling.  Equally some of the 
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Control documents were very detailed and obviously carefully written and we are sorry that we were unable 

at the present time to give all of them the attention that they deserved. 

We continue to have deep concerns about the value and viability of this proposed scheme, particularly as we 

continue to have significant concerns about the traffic data on which the assumptions are based. Even so the 

traffic forecasts foretell a dire situation for very major roads locally and more distantly in Kent.  The creation 

of air pollution exceedances without them being mitigated by the scheme itself says very bad things about 

the likely outcomes of the proposed scheme and the attitude of the planners to the lives of local residents. 

Highways England’s Lower Thames Crossing proposals will take a huge amount of land in Shorne Parish, land 

that is “Green Belt” and therefore supposedly protected from development, plus the North Kent Downs Area 

of Outstanding Natural Beauty is being despoiled.  Parts of SSSI’s and Ancient Woodland, and Shorne Woods 

Country Park are to be directly destroyed and the North Kent Marshes and Ramsar site are being threatened 

with dewatering and pollution.  Both the latter outcomes seem unavoidable should the project go ahead.  

The tranquility of the area will be permanently damaged as will the lives of residents by air, noise and light 

pollution and loss of/degradation of their clean air and recreational areas. 

This project will cost billions of pounds yet will not solve the traffic congestion and air pollution problems at 

the Dartford Crossing and surrounding area that were highly publicised originally as being the major impetus 

for the project - perhaps it is time for that pretence to be ended.  The LTC as proposed will also be unable to 

provide practical resilience to the M25/A282, particularly for traffic moving in the south-north direction.  

With the LTC:A2 junction, the adjacent link roads and many other aspects having so greatly expanded in size, 

and so many other additions now appearing, it will be interesting to see updated costings. 

The proposals will increase traffic on local motorways, A, B and minor roads.  The adverse impacts on local 

villages and residents’ lives seem to be recognised but are not being minimised or adequately addressed as 

an integral part of the project.   

Traffic volumes are already too high in the North-West Kent area, particularly on the A2 and the M2 

between junctions 1 and 3, in both directions, for the project to be functional.  There are already very large, 

planned increases in residential and commercial building development (including at Bluewater and the 

possible London Resort) in the area which will further increase traffic before the LTC can open.  The LTC itself 

will then attract even more traffic onto the already congested and compromised A2 and M2. 

Overall, we remain unconvinced that this area immediately to the east of Gravesend is the right location for 

any “Option C” strategic crossing of the Thames.  This location will not achieve the (flawed) core objectives 

of the project or ultimately deliver a crossing that will work in practice.  

The present Community Impacts Consultation just demonstrates ever more convincingly that there isn’t 

enough physical room available in which to properly design and build the very complex junction with the A2 

plus the additional link roads and that the already dire traffic locally will be made even worse.  Large projects 

like the LTC can develop a life of their own - a “reality check” needs to take place soon, before even more 

public money gets wasted.  

 
 
 
Councillor Susan Lindley, 
Chair of Planning and Highways Committee 
On behalf of Shorne Parish Council 
8th September 2021 


